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The practical stage platform with scissor legs.
5 height settings, variable as easy as child’s play.

From 0.20 up to 1.00 m. The classic amongst our platforms.

Transport trolley for platforms

Protective vulcanised rollers for sensitive floors

Attachment of cloth skirt with Velcro fastening

Platforms automatically hook together 

Scissor leg height is easily set 

Absolutely secure mounting of balustrades

Platform Joining Brackets
Our platforms are automatically hooked
and/or bound to one another on assembly.
In practice however, there are always in-
stances where bracing is an absolute must,
e.g. for boxing or gymnastics events taking
place on the platform; if heights exceed
1.50 m, if platforms are used one on top 
of the other or are used as tribunes, etc. etc.
etc.… - you can always rely on our platform-
joining brackets.

Quality Control 
The construction and manufacturing proces-
ses are constantly monitored in accordance
with our established internal quality control
system. This quality control also extends to
prior deliveries’ production processes.

GS-Sign
Trenomat Scissor is TÜV-tested, and its 
construction and production is subject to the
supervision prescribed to meet the require-
ments for carrying a GS-Sign.

Maintenance and Repair service
By service we mean that delivered platforms
are always ready to be put into service. This
ranges from quick replacement deliveries to
our useful  maintenance contracts for annual
maintenance check-ups, and to general tech-
nical and optical overhauls after years of
daily use.

Transport & storage
Our sturdy loading trolley can carry and
store 16-20 platforms without damage to 
floors.

Stairs
There are stairs for all stage heights. Each
stair tread is 1.00 m wide, steps are 0.30
m deep, risers are 0.20 m in size. Steps are
linked to each other by plug-in connections.

Protective balustrades
Protective balustrades are compulsory for
stage heights above 60 cm. Our TÜV-
approved protective balustrades for the
Trenomat Scissor platform system consist of
steel piping with  2 underbelts. Surfaces are
powder-coated with the same durable, non-
reflective, matt-black coating also distinguis-
hing all other steel parts in our accessory
program.

Stair handrail
As essential as a balustrade for the stage is
a handrail for the stairs. Attachment is just as
simple and uncomplicated as for protective
balustrades.

Stage skirting cloth
The most widely sold type of stage skirting,
available in various colours. Our low
flammability, mounted skirtings are smoothly
attached using Velcro, without the creation 
of any pleats, to the upper platform frame.
Attachment and separation are achieved
with just a few moves.

Wooden stage 
skirting for fixed heights
Only recommended if stage heights remain
constant.  Handling is similar to the height-
adjustable wooden skirting one. Like all woo-
den skirtings, it comes with an upper surface
to harmonise with platform surfaces. 

Modular construction principle
Important for each building block is the 
facility for you to always purchase accesso-
ries fitting the existing parts. Our delivery 
guarantee for Trenomat Scissor is 10 years.
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Trenomat scissor platform 80, stacking height 0.10 m Trenomat scissor platform 80, height 0.40 m Trenomat scissor platform 80, height 0.60 m Trenomat scissor platform 80, height 0.80 m Trenomat scissor platform 100, height 1.00 m Movable stairs with handrail and banister

Trenomat SCISSOR 
Platform System
Platforms with aluminium scissor legs which
can be set to five different heights as easily
as child’s play. All technically sophisticated.
The classic amongst our platforms, and the
most widely sold. Scissor platforms are the
ideal exhibition base for multi-purpose halls,
schools, community halls, churches, choir
halls, recess rooms, culture centres and town
halls. Of course, they are also suitable to 
extend or raise an existing stage. Not to
mention the countless open-air possibilities - 
a platform stage is the ideal solution for all
kinds of festivals, ceremonies, presentations,
competitions and events.

Versatility
You can install platform stages wherever 
and whenever you need them. They are not
bound to any particular location and can be
of any stage shape and size you require.
Apart from our standard rectangular shaped
stage constructed in our building block 
system, and/or platform’s pitch dimensions 
of 1 x 2 m, we can meet practically any 
custom requirement with regard to units 
precisely measured to fit, complementary
parts, or your individual ideas.

Height adjustable
What we mean by that is that each platform
- and thereby every stage built from it - can
be built up in stages of 20, 40, 60 and
100 cm height, e.g. to exactly the right
height for your particular event and/or
stage.

Stability
All sections are made from aluminium. All 
aluminium parts are shaped out of a high-
strength special alloy. We constantly monitor
that tolerances are maintained, as well as
our entire production process. Our scissor
platforms will always stand rock solid,
whether used in a group or as a single
stage.  All component parts are screwed 
together. All movable parts are maintenan-
ce-free.

Tilt-secure
The criteria for this are surface conditions,
number, type and position of the points of
support. Scissor platforms stand on eight
legs, providing them with outstanding 
stability.

Floor load
A deciding floor load factor is the number
and quality of feet. 8 rubber feet provide 
8 floor-protecting points of support and an
even distribution of the load. Scissor 
platforms are particularly suitable for 
delicate floors.

Weight and load carrying capacity
Scissor platforms have a load bearing 
capacity of 750 kg/sq metre and weigh 
just 45 kg. 

Ease of use
Next to weight, height adjustment and/or
means of adjustment and the way platforms
are joined are all critical points. Scissor 
platforms are adjusted with a handle, and
the adjustment mechanism bolts audibly and

visibly click into place. Platforms are joined
to each other safely and securely through all
frame sections hooking into each other. With
their low weight and easy construction, our
practical scissor platforms are also suited for
the erection and dismantling of larger stages
in the shortest of  times.

Surface arrangement
Due to construction requirements, a platform
stage may not individually constrict any sur-
face layout. Scissor platforms are equipped
with a 22 mm multi-glued joiner's plate, 
varnished in a warm shade of brown, as
standard. The top plate sits joined at the 
surface inside the upper frame, enclosing
and protecting it on all sides. Other surface
types – e.g. parquet, carpet flooring, plastic
floor coverings – are available on request.

Economy
A platform system is the fastest, most 
sophisticated and cost-effective way of 
building a stage. A platform system is 
economical, particularly if it offers enough
room for structural variety. Scissor platforms
are suited to almost any structural eventuali-
ties. Fittings, additional parts, custom sizes
and a comprehensive accessories program
are all at your disposal. Even after many
years' use, you can still make additions at
any time.

Stepped platform stage with 
centrally integrated, wide 
stairway.

Platforms can also be used as portable dance
areas. A metal surround prevents danger of
stumbling.

Platform construction serving as a 
spectator stand, to include roofing if 
required, and enclosed on three sides.

Stands and elevated seating rows. Larger
widths and depths available on request.

Platform stage including 
banister and cloth skirt plus 
four-step staircase at both sides.

Platform stage with wide, 
4-step stairway at the front.

Stepped platform construc-
tion serving as a spectator
stand, choir platform, and
much more.

Platform 
construction for all types of
exhibitions, practical and
reliable like no 
other.

Stepped platform construction
with staircase at the front, for 
orchestras, bands, school plays, 

and much more.Platform construction with 
wooden skirt and staircase.
Ideal for orchestras, bands
and other productions.

Platform construction serving
as a catwalk for fashion
shows, product 
presentations, trade 
fairs and exhibitions.

Platforms serve as the ideal
base for presentations, or even
if just a few tables are needed
on particular occasions.

Stepped platform construction 
for spectators, choirs or 
presentations of all kinds.

Platforms are the ideal base for 
presenting your products at 
exhibitions and trade fairs, 
regardless of what they carry -
Trenomat can carry anything.

Platform construction serving as a
choir platform. Please ask for our
special catalogue.

Trade fairs, exhibitions,
product presentations,
show events or whatever
else you should require -
platform constructions are
an ideal, versatile base.

Platform stage of solid load-bearing aluminium construc-
tion, complete with curtains, scenery, decorations, lights
and sound - we supply the complete package.

Platforms make ideal work and 
assembly areas - independent of location - and 
are rapidly erected and dismantled.


